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We Just Go On
Pixie Lott

Intro: G#m  E  B  F#  G#m  E  B  F#

G#m                    E          B     F#
 What happens when the water runs away?
G#m                    E                   B     F#
 What happens when the sunlight starts to fade?
G#m                    E               B     F#
 What happens when I love you comes to late?
F#                  G#m     E       B      F#
 When things go wrong, we just go on

G#m                    E              B     F#
 What happens when you got no more to give?
G#m                        E               B      F#
 What happens when there s nothing left to live for?
G#m                    E                B                 F#
 What happens when the one you love is not the one you re with
                  G#m     E       B      F#
 When things go wrong, we just go on

        G#m       E                 B                  F#
No ones scared of flying, we re just scared of crashing down
        G#m       E                  B                 F#
No ones scared of falling, we re just scared to hit the ground
             G#m             E                             B
Even if your heart gets broke, you re stronger then you ll ever know
      F#        G#m       E       B      F#
When things go wrong, we just go on

G#m                     E            B       F#
 What happens when your best is not enough?
G#m                     E             B           F#
 What happens when your soul mate is already in love?
G#m               E               B
 How you meant to pick the pieces up
      F#        G#m       E       B      F#
When things go wrong, we just go on

        G#m       E                 B                  F#
No ones scared of flying, we re just scared of crashing down
        G#m       E                  B                 F#
No ones scared of falling, we re just scared to hit the ground
             G#m              E                            B
Even if your heart gets broke, you re stronger then you ll ever know
      F#          G#m     E       B      F#  E...
When things go wrong, we just go on



         B    E             G#m        F#
We don t need much, much of anything no
         B    E         G#m         F#
Just the hope of what tomorrow brings
         B    E             G#m        F#
We don t need much, much of anything no
         B    E         G#m         F#
Just the hope of what tomorrow brings

G#m                      E            B       F#
 What happens when your lucky number s wrong?
G#m                      E                  B             F#
 What happens when you lose someone you ve always counted on?
G#m                    E                     B               F#
 What happens when it feels like life s just stringing you along?
               G#m       E       B
When things go wrong, we just go on
      F#        G#m       E ... fade out
When things go wrong, we just go on


